Flashback to the ’80s! The magic of the late ’80s and early ’90s came together on Friday, July 5, when Full House stars Candace Cameron Bure, most known for her role as D.J. Tanner on the beloved family sitcom, attended the New Kids On The Block (NKOTB) concert at LA’s Staples Center with Andrea Barber, who played Kimmy Gibbler on the show.
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“This will be epic!” Cameron Bure, 37, wrote, posting a picture of herself alongside Barber, 37, to her Instagram page.

Epic it was, as the actress posted numerous photos of herself meeting NKOTB members, Jonathan Knight, Danny Wood, and Joey McIntyre, backstage. “Yes, we are Joey girls!” the mom of three wrote, along with a picture of herself, Barber, and a group of friends.

“BEST NIGHT EVER,” she captioned another pic.

Since appearing on Full House, which aired from 1987 to 1995, Cameron Bure guest starred on a variety of shows, and had a main role in Make It Or Break It from 2009 to 2012. She got married to Russian NHL hockey player Valeri Bure in 1996 and the couple have three children -- daughter Natasha Valerievna Bure and sons, Lev Valerievich Bure and Maksim Valerievich Bure.

Barber married Jeremy Rytky in September 2002 and the pair have two children: son Tate James and daughter Felicity Ruth.

NKOTB are currently on their Package Tour with 98 Degrees and Boyz II Men, which wraps up August 4.